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N A DECADE marked by far-reaching developments in the world's finan
IciaJ industries, among the most extraordinary has been the rapid

growth in daims denominated in a market-created unit of account based
on a basket of currencies-the private European currency unit (ECU).
The use by market participants of the ECU unit of account to denominate
financiaJ assets was stimulated when European monetary authorities
begao to use the official ECU-defined as a basket of fixed amouots of
the 12 European Union (EU) currencies-to denominate sorne types of
official transactions. Nevertheless, there is an important difference be
tween the official and the private ECU. The official ECU is, by agree
ment among these authorities, exchangeable into the fixed basket of
currencies (the Basket) at par or into an equivalent value of a single
currency, while no active official or private market mechanism currently
guarantees a one-for-one exchange of private ECUs into units of the
ECU Basket. The holder of ECU-denominated bank deposits cannat
expect to convert these into the Basket at par at ali times, nor can the
owner of an ECU-denominated treasury bill or bond valued in ECU
convert the asset into an equal value in units of the Basket.
Although initially the private ECU exchanged for the Basket very near
its par value, recent market experience has shawn that the value of the
private ECU cao deviate substantially from the value of the Basket. Such
deviations from parity have been significantly larger than is explaioable
in terms of bid-ask spreads. Private ECU can be purchased and sold in
exchange for the Basket at market-clearing rates of exchange in a market
made by sorne of the major ECU-clearing banks. Typical bid-ask spreads
between the ECU and the Basket are four to five basis points. As sbown
in Figure 1 , from end-1991 onward, a period of increasing optimism about
the successful move toward European Monetary Union (EMU), the ECU
began to command a significant exchange rate premium over the Basket,
which reached a peak of 100 basis points in January 199 1 . The value of
a private ECU in terms of any given currency had come to exceed the
value of the Basket in terms of the same currency. During the exchange
rate mechanism (ERM) crisis in September 1992, however, the ex
change rate between the private ECU and the Basket depreciated up to
250 basis points from par because of a combination of exchange contrais
in sorne of its component currencies, large sales of ECU from official
reserves as official holders made "substantial withdrawals of deposits,"
and a general flight from ECU securities. The market did not operate for
a week after September 16, 1992-that is, holders of ECU daims found
that the daims were not convertible with the Basket. Not until the end
of October 1992 did the private ECU begin once more to exchange at
close to par (BIS (1993), p. 5). Again, in the second ERM crisis in July
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and August 1993, the ECU depreciated up to 180 basis points from par,
remained 50 to lOO basis points from par un til October 1993, and returned
close to par only at the end of October.
These deviations from parity challenge belief in the existence of
sorne arbitrage opportunity that keeps the ECU near par. If such beliefs
permeate the market so that the foreign exchangc risk of the private
ECU against the Basket is not yet fully reflected in the current dis
count of the private ECU against the Basket or in the ECU yields, this
discount could widen further in the absence of official support.
That the exchange rate between the private ECU and the Basket can
move substantiaJiy from par raises fundamental questions: what factors
influence the ECU's value and what institutionaJ mechanism determines
the yield on ECU-denominated assets?
An understanding of the determination of the ECU/Basket ex
change rate and its volatility is necessary for an assessment of the foreign
exchange risk relative to the Basket associated with holding ECU
denominated assets and for the management of the foreign exchange risk
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of open positions in private ECU, particularly on bank balance sheets.
More generally, the developments in the private ECU market provide
valuable experience about the value in component currencies of any
private unit of account that adopts the name of a given currency melange.
This experience is of particular relevance in engineering the development
of additional potential private composite currencies, such as regional
composite currencies or a private special drawing right (SDR). Though
we consider such questions in the context of the private ECU, the con
ditions and institutional underpinning that activate a unit of account,
giving determinate value and eventuai use as a payment medium, are fully
applicable to other units such as the SDR.
1. The Private ECU: What Is It Worth?

Private ECUs are ECU-denominated time or current deposit liabili
ties of the banking sector.1 Payments for financial transactions in
ECU-denominated instruments-for example, private and public sec
tor bonds, notes, futures contracts, and bank loans-are made in
ECU-denominated deposit liabilities of designated banks.
The bulk of the ECU securities are issued by European governments.
European Union institutions, or supranationals. Publicly owned finan
cial institutions also account for a large fraction of the number of ECU
securities issues. Commercial corporations currently account for Jess than
20 percent of the number of issues. Banks acquire ECU securities to
balance ECU-denominated liabilities to customers. The growth in the
size of issues, the development of benchmarks, and the increase in
liquidity also made it possible for the two largest European futures
exchanges-LIFFE in London and MATIF in Paris-ta launch success'The official ECU, created in a definition contained in a resolution of the
European Council of December 5, 1978, is a unit of account consisting of fixed
amounts of the currencies of all 12 member states of the EU. lts value in terms
of another currency can be calculated by convertin� the fixed amounts of con
stituent currencies mto a common currency at prevaihng bilateral exchange rates.
The official ECU is created as a liability of the European Monetary Cooperation
Fund (EMCF) by swappin� such ECUs for gold and international reserves held
by central banks participahng in the European Monetary System (EMS). ln July
1993, the EMCF had about ECU 51 billion in liabilities outstanding through swap
operations. Official ECUs can be used only in transactions with EU central banks
and a limited number of monetary institutions designated as Other Holders of
ECUs. Official ECUs are also created through the Very Short-Tcrm Financing
Faciüty (VSTFF) established in the Basle-Nyborg agreement to provide inter
central-bank credit in the defense of the bands of the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism.
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fully a short- and a long-dated ECU interest rate contract. The rapid
growth of the ECU securities market bas been matched by that of the
ECU banking markets. By the end of 1991 , the private ECU had become
the unit of denomination for about ECU 141 billion of bonds and bills.
ECU-denominated bonds also accounted for more than 15 percent of
total secondary market turnover in the international bond market.2
ECU-denomjnated bank assets grew from ECU 64 billion at the end of
1985 to ECU 184 billion at the end of 1991 . During the same period,
ECU-denominated liabilities grew from ECU 58 billion to ECU 193
billion. Of these 1991 liabilities, however, ECU 153 billion were in
terbank claims. The magnitude of ECU securities and bank balance
sheets each represented approximately 5 percent of EU totals at current
exchange rates.
In 1989, central banks began to employ the ECU to manage reserves,
thereby adding to the demand for ECU securities. Central banks ac
quired such large amounts of ECU-denominated claims that, by Septem
ber 1991, total official holdings of private ECUs amounted to ECU 34.1
billion of the ECU 40 billion of overall non-interbank deposits. Thus,
ECU deposits are overwhelmingly made up of official claims, mainly
counted in the official reserves of central banks. 3
Is There a Monetary Mechanism to Give Real Value
to the ECU as Unit of Account?

To shed light on what is required to determine the real value of the
private ECU unit of account, we review sorne basic monetary theory on
the determination of the real value of a general unit of account. 4 Consider
first a real economy,5 to which is added a nominal currency yielding zero
interest and measured in a unit of account such as deutsche mark (DM).
To ensure that the DM unit bas determinate priees in terms of goods
and services, it is necessary that there be well-defined demand and supply
functions for the currency. The use of currency, for ex ample, might lower
the cost of makjng transactions and thus generate a real demand for
currency. The monetary authority can then exogenously set the supply
2 Since the excbange rate crisis of September 1992, ECU bank assets have been
flat and securities issuance bas declined substantially.
3 See Goldstein and Folkerts-Landau (1993).
4 See Patinkin (1961) or Fama (1980).
sA real economy is without a pure nominal commodity or unit of account to
serve as numeraire; instead, priees are stated in terms of a real good numeraire,
e.g., in terms of steel ingots.
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of DM currency to ensure a well-defined equilibrium in the DM currency
market, which yields the priee of a DM in terms of goods and services.
AJternatively, bank deposits can also be used to define the real value
of a nominal DM unit of account. Specifically, the monetary authority
cao require that banks hold reserves against deposits in the form of
non-interest-bearing central bank obligations denominated in DM. As
long as deposits have attributes that make them a low-cost transaction
medium, there will exist a real demand for deposits (despite the reserve
requirement tax) and hence for reserves at the central bank. By con
trolling the nominal supply of reserves and by setting the interest rate
on these reserves, say at zero,6 the monetary authority determines
the real value of the DM unit of account.7 Jt has solved the problem of
"giving content to a pure nominal unit of account (a DM) as a separate,
well-defined economie good. "8
Application of this analysis to the private ECU makes apparent that
there does not yet exist such a monetary mechanism to impart a determi
nate value to the private ECU unit of account. In particular, ECU
denominated bank liabilities Jack the attributes, such as being a low-cost
medium for transactions externat to the system of ECU financial insti
tutions, that could produce a well-defined stable demand. Further
more, there is no mechanism, such as a reserve requirement and a limited
supply of ECU-denominated instruments for final settlement outside the
private banking system, to control the growth of the ECU-denominated
monetary liabilities of the banking system. We are thus left to look
elsewhere for the mechanism that determines the real value of the ECU
unit of account.
Can the ECU/Basket Exchange Rate Be Fixed
through the Payments Mechanism?

In the absence of a monetary mechanism, the value of the private
ECU can be determined, if a syndicate of banks or monetary authorities
stands ready to exchange the private ECU for the Basket at par, by fixing
6 It should be noted that in order to get a determinate real value of eurreney
or reserves, it is necessary for the monetary authority to fix exogenously the
interest rate on currency and reserves. Otherwise, no determinate priee of re
serves in terms of goods emerges, since a continuum of own currency interest
rates and rice levels could serve to equate demand and supply in the market for
reserves .(.e_
Patinkin (1961)).
7 In practice, the monetary authority controis the sum of currency and reserves,
allowing banks to exchange currency for reserves on demand at a fixed priee.
8See Fama (1980).
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the private ECU/Basket exchange rate through sorne private or official
guarantee.
Until October 1987, the value of the private ECU-that is, ECU
denominated bank liabilities-in terms of any other currency was firmly
pegged to the value of the Basket by the daily clearing operations of the
ECU-clearing banks. In particular, clearing banks that emerged from the
daily ECU clearing owing ECU were permitted to dcliver the BaskeL
Hence any movement of the ECU/Basket exchange rate from par, say in
the direction of an ECU premium, would have provided an opportunity
for sorne banks to earn arbitrage profits by buying the Basket with private
ECU and then using the Basket to settle any negative clearing balances
in the private ECU clearing and settlement system at par.9 Similarly, if
the ECU were at a discount, creditor banks could have forced the delivery
of the Basket by not granting overnight ECU loans to net debit banks_
This mechanism to peg the value of the private ECU to the Basket
fully determined the real value of the private ECU. ft initially gave the
ECU, as unit of account, determinate priees in terms of real goods and
services indirectly through the value of the Basket currencies. The
mechanism broke down in October 1987, however, because the in
creased reluctance of sorne clearing banks to accept Baskets in seule
ment for large ECU-debit clearing balances frequently put a day's
clearing at risk. 10
From October 1987 to November 1988, a single bank, the Kredietbank
N . V. of Belgium, continued to exchange private ECU for Baskets at par.
During this period the nonbank sector's holding of ECU bank loans
continued to grow faster than its ECU bank deposits. Most ECU banks
passed on their net long ECU positions to Kredietbank by selling ECU
against the Basket and borrowing their resulting net debit in ECU pay
ments from the buyer, Kredietbank. Kredietbank was eventually forced
to discontinue exchanging the ECU against the Basket at par once it
recognized the risk of cumulating an unbalanced ECU position. Thus,
since November 1988, there has not existed any private institutional
arrangement or commitment to exchange the private ECU for the Basket
at par. 1 1
9The ability to scttlc interbank clearing balances in either private ECU or
Baskets also meant that banks with short or long positions in private ECU did
not incur much exchange risk and could make a two-way market in ECU against
the Basket with low risk.
10 A further technical difficulty contributed to the breakdown of the clearing
arrangements. The delivery of sorne component currencie� occurred too late
during the clearing day to be lent out overnight.
11
Two banks make a two-way market in ECU against the Basket and a further
three banks make a two-way market in ECU agamst single currencies. We will
refer to these as core banks. Most other banks have a matched ECU book.
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Currently, most ECU banking activity is undertaken by the 44 clearing
members of the ECU Ban king Association (EBA). The Bank for Inter
national Settlements (BIS), as agent for the EBA, operates an ECU
clearing and settlement system, which functions on an end-of-day net
settlement basis.12 Since settlement of a day's ECU balances no longer
occurs in the Basket or in any medium provided by a source externat to
the private banks, banks that are net debtors on a day's ECU payments
must borrow ECUs from the day's net creditor banks. Lack of required
settlement in an externat medium has slammed the door to determining
the value of the private ECU unit of account in the course of settlement
and, except for the exchange market, has made the private ECU a
self-referential system. 13
Can Monetary Authorities Fix the ECU/Basket Exchange Rate ?

There never existed any official mechanism or guarantee to convert
private ECUs one-for-one into the Basket. A commitment by an individ
ual central bank, or a group of central banks, to fix the ECU/Basket
exchange rate would have the same monetary consequences as fixing the
exchange rate between any two currencies: it would require that the
central banks stand ready to couvert ECU-denominated bank liabilities
into daims on themselves. Since there is currently no effective way to
control the expansion of such ECU-denominated bank Jiabilities, for
example, through a reserve requirement on ECU dcposit Jiabilities, any
attempt by a single central bank to fix the ECU/Basket exchange rate
could result in a serious Joss of monetary control. Specifically, a central
bank defending its own currency through a squeeze would have the policy
undermioed by a banking system creating ECU deposits and exchanging
them for domestic currency.
Can Market Arbitrage Fix the ECU/Basket Exchange Rate?

The opinions of many market participants are based on the assump
tion that there exists an arbitrage possibility that can move the ECU/

12 Average dai!y turnover on this system grew from ECU 21.4 billion in January
ECU 43.2 billion in May 1992, reachin g a peak of ECU 156 billion in

1990 to

September, and declining back to a more normal ECU 45 billion in October 1992.
a leve! that persisted through September 1993.
13 In national currencies, settlement of end-of-day balances in the banking
system is usually done in claims on the central bank, that is. in a good funds
medium from outside the private banking system.
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Basket exchange rate toward parity. 1� No such arbitrage is available,
however-only a speculation on the future value of the ECU. If, for
example, the private ECU trades at a discount against the Basket, a bank
could fund ECU assets with Basket liabilities. However, the bank would
then have an open position in ECU. As in any other currency market,
a bank or even a syndicate of banks cannat risk assuming an unlimited
open position on a belief that market sentiment wilJ change. While such
a transaction may temporarily be successful in affecting the exchange
rate, it cannat in the longer run counteract changing market expectations
regarding the future value of the ECU in terms of the Basket. The bank
would continually cumulate a long ECU position until it found the
exchange risk excessive. At this point, it would trim its ECU position, as
in any cu.rrency market.
We conclude therefore that currently there does not exist an active
mechanism-private or public-ta determine the real value of the private
ECU unit of account nor to fix the exchange rate of the private ECU to
the Basket at parity 15
.

II. The First Step toward Determining ECU/Basket Exchange
Rate: An Interest Parity Condition

The efforts to move from the ERM toward EMU have generated
expectations that during Stage III of EMU, the private ECU wilJ be fixed
14 As an example of the belief in the professional market literature that the
ECU value was pinned dawn by arbitrage, sec J.P. Morgan (1991). Starting in
1991, the literature on the ECU produced by maj or market institutions started
to discuss the divergence between the ECU and the Basket and began to argue
that there was no means of effecting an arbitrage, although sorne hinted that there
might be sorne central bank intervention to stabilize the exchange rate. See, for
examp le, EBA (1991); Paribas (199lb); Louw (1992); and Bishop (199la) and
( 199l b). Nevertheless, in assessing the divergence, there was still a frequent
misuse of the ward "arbitrage." See, for example, Paribas (1991a).
15The emergence of the private ECU as a unit of account in its own right
temporarily generated a lack of clarity in the meaning of a promise to deliver
ECUs contained in ECU securities. The typical prospectus of an ECU security
initially defines the ECU as the official basket, but then promises delivery in
private ECU bank deposits. If these two units of account trade at par until the
maturity of the security, no problem can arise. When they cease to trade at par,
however, the promise of the securities becomes Jess clear. The exchange rate
uncertainty couid be removed quite easily from the market for nonbank securities
if issuers were prepared to service such debt either in ECUs or in Baskets
according to the demands of the holder. This wouid implicitly fix the ECU/Basket
exchange rate applicable to nonbank markets but would add a multiple currency
option risk to the security issuer. Since the official sector is the main issuer of
ECU-denominated bonds, notes, and bills, such an initiative could easily be
implemented by amending the prospectuses for such issues.
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irrevocably to national EU currencies (not necessarily to the Basket as
currently constituted).16 Such expectations of a future fixing constrain the
current value of the private ECU and are part of the mechanism that
determines the ECU/Basket exchange rate. However, well-defined ex
pectations regarding the future value of the private ECU alone are not
sufficient to determine the ECU/Basket exchange rate. An additional
requirement, as reviewed above, is that the term structure of ECU
interest rates be tied down through the exogenous fixing of sorne ECU
interest rate. These two conditions-well-defined expcctations regarding
a future fixing of the ECU/Basket exchange rate and an exogenously set
ECU interest rate-together turn out to be sufficient to produce a deter
minate ECU/Basket exchange rate.17 Analytically, well-defined expecta
tions regarding the future fixing of the private ECU/Basket exchange rate
allow us to derive an uncovered interest parity condition of the private
ECU against the Basket. This interest parity condition then yields ali
equilibrium combinations of ECU interest rates and ECU/Basket
exchange rates.
ln addition to uncertainty regarding the future fixing of the ECU/
Basket exchange rate, there also exists uncertainty about the future
currency composition of the Basket and about the future spot bilateral
exchange rates among the 12 ECU currencies.18
To describe these results analytically, let
(1)

represent the official currency composition of the ECU at time r . For
example, let the first entry, W1 (t), be the quantity of DM in the Basket
at time c . W(O) is the official current composition of the ECU. The future
16The Maastricht Treaty formally provides for this in Article 109g and Article
109/(4).
17 The Maastricht agreement of December 1991 generated a surge of activity
in the ECU securities market. This agreement made the convergence to monetary
union and the creation of a Euro pean Central Bank (ECB) more likely, and with
that the private ECU was more likely to become the unit of account in a mone
tary union. At the end of 1991, the market included ECU 193 billion of bank
ing liabilities, ECU 124 billion of bonds, and ECU 17 billion of Euro notes
and treasury bills; in the first half of 1992, ECU primary bond issues totaling
ECU 26 billion (compared with ECU 33 billion in ail of 1991) were brought to
the market. The currency turmoil put nearly a complete hait to new issues from
August 1992 until February 1993. New issues have revived somewhat in 1993, but
the� remain far below the levels attained in the first half of 1992.
1 Prior to Maastricht, the ECU was reconstituted every five ycars. The
Maastricht Treaty froze the composition of the Basket, but since it is generally
accepted that many of the countries will not meet the convergence criteria by 1997
or 1999, there is sorne doubt in the markets about how the ECU will be defined
for those core countries that may satisfy the criteria.
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composition of the Basket at time r, i.e., W(t), is uncertain. Let the spot
exchange rates between the DM and the currencies in the Basket be
represented by
e(t) = [ 1 , e2(t), . . . , e,2(r)]

(2)

in the same arder as the currency shares in W(t). Thus,
12
B(t)oM = e(t) W(t) = L e,(t) W;(t)
·

i-1

(3)

is the DM value of the Basket at time r.
As a first approximation, assume that it is expected with certainty
that the exchange rate between the private ECU and the Basket, as
officially defined at th at time, will be fixed at par at the known time t = T;
that is, a promise to deliver one ECU at time Tis equivalent to a promise
to deJjver W(T) at time T. The DM value of one ECU at time Twill then
be equal to the DM value of the Basket at time T, that is, equal to
e(T) W( T).
Since at time Tboth the composition W(T) of the Basket and the future
spot exchange rates, e(T), are uncertain, the DM value of the private
ECU at time T is uncertain. The present DM value of a private ECU
deliverable at time Tcan be found by discounting the expected DM value,
E[e( T) W( T)] , by the appropriate risk-adjusted DM discount rate,
i(T)oM , applicable to payments that mature at time T:
·

·

E[e( T) · W(T)]/[1

(4)

+ i( T)oM] .

Alternatively, if i(t)Ecu is the ECU discount rate now applicable to
ECU deliverable at time t, then the present value of one ECU deliverable
at time T is
1
[1 + i(T)Ecu]

(5)
·

Taking the ratio of equation (4) to equation (5), the current market spot
rate of ECU in terms of DM (DM per ECU) then is19

S(O)Ecu = [1( l ++ i(T)Ecu]
i( T)o E [e(T)
M]

·

W(T)].

(6)

19 Instead of expljcitly discounting the expected future DM value of one ECU
by the risk-adjusted DM interest rate to obtain the present DM value of an
ECU deliverable at time T, we could have replaced E[e(T) W(T)] with the
ECU/DM forward exchange rate and discounted by the observable DM interest
rate of appropriate matunty . In this case, the risk premium generated by the
uncertainty about e(T) and W(T) would have been embedded in the forward rate.
·
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This expression for the ECU spot rate applies to the case in which the
ECU/Basket exchange rate is fixed at parity at the known time T. If the
fixing can occur at any time r, between now and time T, with probability
1r(t) then the ECU spot exchange rate in terms of DM is the probability
weighted average of the solutions for the certain future fixing:

S(O)ëcu

� 1 + i(t)Ecu)
= � (1( + i(T)oM) E [e(r) · W(r)]1r(t).

(7)

The current spot exchange rate between the Basket, as currently
defined, and the DM (DM per Basket) is
B (O)oM = e(O) W(O).

(8)

The current spot priee of the ECU in terms of the Basket is then
given by20

S(O)ECU
B(O)oM

[1 + i(T)Ecu] . E [e(T)
[1

+ i(T)oM]

W(T)]
e(O) W(O)
·

(9)

·

The cross-market arbitrage conditions in equation (6) or (9) resemble
the traditional uncovered interest parity condition, that is, they deter
mine the relationships between spot and future expected exchange rates
and discount rates. 21 However, these condition do not produce a solution
for the private ECU/DM nor for the ECU/Basket spot exchange rate in
terms of individual currency exchange rates and interest rates. Rather,
we have an expression for how the private ECU/DM spot rate and the
interest rate of the private ECU should align in equilibrium. Any com
bination of S(O)Ecu and i(T)Ecu satisfying equation (6) defines a mar
ket equilibrium. Hence, the market equilibrium ECU/DM exchange
rate, S(O)ecu, as weil as the market cquilibrium ECU/Basket ex
change rate, S(O)EcuiB(O)oM, are indeterminate. Equations (6) and (9)
confirm a conclusion from the discussions in Section namely, that it is
necessary to determine an ECU interest rate if we want to obtain a
determinate ECU/Basket exchange rate. We shall describe in the next
section the mechanism that exogenously determines an ECU interest rate
and thus removes the indeterminacy of the equilibrium spot exchange
rates in equations (6) and (9).

1,

20 If the time of fixing is uncertain, then
S(O)Ecu ; (1 + i(t)Ecu) E(e(t) W(t)J
(t)
M ,� (1 + i(t)oM) . e(O) W(O) . 'IT .
)o(0:8�
-::21
The uncovered interest parity condition is given bye = (1 + id)/(1 + i1)Ee1,
where e is the spot rate of exchange of domestic money exchange for foreign
money, id and i1 are domestic and foreign interest rates, respective!y, and Ee1 îs
the expected future spot exchange rate.
·

=

·
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m. The Second Step toward Determining the Real Value
of the Private ECU: Setting the ECU Interest Rates

This section explores the mechanism for sctting an interest rate for the
private ECU. The interest parity condition derived in the previous sec
tion yields ali possible equilibrium combinations of ECU/Basket ex
change rates and ECU interest rates. If there exists a mechanism that
exogenously sets an ECU interest rate, then equation (9) will fully
determine the private ECU/Basket exchange rate. Such a mechanism to
set the ECU interest rates, in fact, currently exists as part of the ECU
clearing and seulement system.
The ECU clearing system, centered around the ECU clearing banks,
is organized by the ECU Banking Association (EBA). Same-day clear
ing of ECU payments orders on this system has been in effect since
March 28, 1988. The ECU clearing and settlement system is unusual in
that it does not seule clearing balances in a medium externat to the
banking system, such as reserves held at a central bank. Since the right
to settle in the Basket was denied in October 1987, settlement has
consisted of converting daylight net credit seulement positions into
overnigbt interbank ECU loans.22
22The daily ECU clearing operation proceeds in three separate stages. Until
the preliminary eut-off time of 2 p. m. (Brussels time) ali payments messages
between the clearing banks go through the Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT) network. A netting computer provides
each bank with its own preliminary deb it or credit netting balance and makes
available to each bank the nature (debit/credit) of the balance of every other
clearing bank (also entered into a Reuters page by the BIS). The netting center
also transmits these final netting balances to the BIS. The BIS maintains a daily
clearing account for each clearing bank, which is crcdited or debited with the final
nettin g balances of each bank. If at 3:15 p.m. sorne banks' net positions still
exceed ECU 1 million, a further half hour is allowed for an interbank market
among the reduced set of participants-so-called special transfers. After this
period, to deal with the remaining "small change" transactions required to bring
the clearing accounts to a zero balance, the BIS, acting as an agent, arranges loans
from the net credit banks to the net debit banks. To do this, the BTS main
tains an ECU "sight account'' for each clearing bank with a balance that cannot
exceed ECU 1 million. These accounts pay zero interest and no overdrafts are
permitted. The BIS can, at its discretion, transfer up to ECU 1 million in any one
day from the account of one bank to the account of the other banks and log the
transfer as an interbank loan between the two banks at the BIS overnight inter
est rate. Effectively, this is a housekeeping o peration to eliminate frictional ECU
clearing balances. If a clearing bank is unable to obtain sufficient ECU credit to
settle its clearing balance, then the rules (never yet invoked) prescribe that the
day's clearing Will be unwound and ali payments orders given and received by
the nonperforming bank will be canceled. The remaining payment orders are
automatically value-date adjusted to the next day.
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Since there are no private ECUs other than bank lOUs, there is no way
to settle a net debit position in the day's payments other than by convert
ing it into an interbank overnight loan-that is, the debit bank remains
a debtor to the remaining banks in the system. Until recently, the pre
arranged credit !ines in the ECU system appear to have been sufficiently
extensive to avoid problems in effecting this kind of settlement.23 ln
practice, there appears to be a balanced distribution of ECU payments,
so that no group of banks will continue to acquire daims on other banks;
otherwise there would have to be a mechanism to settle daims in sorne
other medium, such as ECU-denominated securities. If a creditor proved
reluctant to extend further credit, the day's clearing operation could be
jeopardized. To prevent this and potential manipulation of overnight
ECU interest rates, the EBA has implemented a system of brokering
overnight lending and administratively setting overnight ECU interest
rates.
Since no actual ECUs for settlement exist, such as the ECU obligations
of a European monetary authority, a net creditor bank cannot demand
delivery of "ECU"-it must aceept settlement in interbank ECU debt for
the clearing to succeed. The net credit bank can always attempt to
squeeze the net debit banks by refusing to make ECU loans, thus threat
ening the clearing. Similarly, a net debit bank can settle its accounts only
by borrowing from a net credit bank. If it refuses to acquire a Joan at a
rate deemed unreasonable, it can also cause the settlement to fail. In this
sense, any one bank can cause a settlement failure and squeeze the others
to the extent that they wish to avoid the cost of such a failure. As a result,
it has generally been accepted that the interest rate payable on overnight
loans arising out of the clearing operation should be set outside the ECU
banking system.24 The BIS, as agent of the private ECU clearing and
23Nevertheless, because of growing recog nition of the risk of difficulties in
clearing a day's payment OJ?eration, severa! Iending facilities have recently been
established to provide credtt to net debit banks. The BIS Intermediation Facility
can lend funds to a bank short of funds by taking u p to ECU 5 million from each
ofthe clearing banks and lending to banks that are short. ln this way, it can spread
the risk of the overnight credit among the clearing banks. The Bank of England,
the Banque de France, and the Banca d'Italia have also introduced separate
liquidity recycling facilities. These operate either as collateral management facil
ities, wtth the p ledging by short ECU-clearing banks of ECU sight balances held
at the central bank as collateral for lending by a lon& ECU-clearing bank, or as
credit management facilities, with direct intermediatlOn between long and short
banks by central banks lendin8 against ECU or national currency securities held
in centralized securities deposttories. At the writing of this paper, these facilities
had not yet been used.
24 Since the total net debit position of the clearing banks is always equal to their
total net credit position on payments, it has been argued that any overnight
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settlement system, sets this overnight interest rate according to well
defined rules.25 In doing so, it also removes the indeterminacy of the
ECU/Basket exchange rate in the interest parity equation. 26
The Setting of Overnight ECU Rates

Suppose that an ECU clearing takes place on day D. To set the interest
rate to be charged on overnight ECU lending between day D and day
D + 1 , the BIS acquires data on EIBOR (ECU lnterbank Offer Rates)
and EIBID (ECU lnterbank Bid Rate) interest rates from the clearing
banks as of about 12:00 p.m. on day
The BIS eliminates the high
and low EIBOR rates supplied by the banks and takes an arithmetic
average of the remaining rates to determine the EIBOR rate applicable
1 . A similar procedure
for interbank loans between day D and day
is used to determine the EIBID rate.
To construct the EIBOR rate information that it supplies to the BIS.
an individual bank collects its Basket currency tomorrow/next offered
rates27 at 12:00 p.m. on day D 1 . It then computes the weighted average
of these rates, using the current weights of the currencies in the official
ECU. The bank's EIBID rate is similarly computed using the tomorrow/
next bid rates for the Basket currencies.
The actual rate that applies to debit balances on day D depends on the
"imbalance" between the supply and demand of the ECU on the ex
change market between ECU and currencies in the Basket. Since the
exchange markets between ECU and Baskets and major currencies in the
Basket operate as standard foreign exchange markets with two business
days until settlement, the imbalance is determined on day D 2. If the

D 1.
-

D+

-

-

interest rate will clear the interbank market (Jean (1990)) and that, thercfore, the
interest rate must be set externally. It is always true, however, th at net debits
equal net credits on a day's payments. l n the ECU system. they also equal net
interbank Jending because of the lack of other media to settle. Nevertheless, in
the absence of a market manipulation, the market should clear through the
emergence of credit risk premiums charged to individual debit banks.
25 That the banks must occasionally clear this position through "special trans
fers," however, indicates that either there are sorne additional late payments or
a set of unwritten rules exists for allocating risks among the crediter banks that
are reluctant to !end to the debit banks.
26The exogenous interest rate setting rule also satisfies the requirement that
the interest rate of sorne nominal instrument, such as required reserves. be set
exogenously for the unit of account to have determinant real value. Note that
any exogenous rate settins rule wouid do to make the value determinate, regard
Jess of the theoretical rat10nale for choosing it.
27 Interest rates on overnight loans made tomorrow and repayable the next day.
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ECU banking system is in an aggregate net long position in ECU to be
delivered to it in exchange for component currencies exceeding ECU
million in value-that is, it has bought private ECU in exchange for
component currencies worth more than ECU 100 million for delivery on
day D-the BIS sets EIBOR as the day D overnight interest rate. If the
ECU banking system is in an aggregate net short position in ECU ex
changed for component currencies exceeding ECU LOO mill ion in value,
the BIS sets EIBID as the day D overnight interest rate. Otherwise, it
sets the overnight interest rate at the arithmetic mean between EIBOR
and EIBID.
Fixing the overnight rates effectively fixes i(T)Ecu in equation (9)
through the term structure28 and makes S(O)Ecu/B(O)oM a determinate
function of the present and future underlying Basket composition, cross
currency exchange rates, individual currency overnight interest rates, and
the BIS's weighing scheme for fixing the interbank ECU rates.

100

Equilibrating Properties of the lnterest Rate Setting Rule

Since EIBOR always exceeds EIBID, this interest rate setting rule has
certain equilibrating properties. For example, if the banking system
moves from an aggregate flow long to an aggregate flow short position
in the ECU exchange market, the selling of ECU by the banking system
results in a reduction of Basket deposit liabilities and an equivalent
increase in ECU deposit liabilities held by the nonbank sector. This ex
pansion of demand for ECU deposits triggers a decrease in the overnight
rate from EIBOR to EIBID and a fall in the deposit rate. From equation
(9), such a change from EIBOR to EIBID in th e overnight rate has the
effect of depreciating the ECU against the Basket. If the market antici
pates a permanent short ECU position for the banking sector, so that the
lower overnight rate will continue to apply, then this would be reflected
in the entire ECU interest rate term structure and the depreciation would
be more marked. Such a depreciation and lower yields relative to the
Basket would tend to reduce the private demand for ECU deposits.29
211 For example, in the simples! case, if the expectations hypothesis of the te rm
structure is valid, i(I)Ecu is the arithmetic average of future expected bank ECU
tomorrow/next rates through time 1. More generally , t he expectations hypothesis
yield would be adjusted by liquidity premJUms and discounts.
29The equilibrating features of thts rule for the setting of the overnight interest
rate apply only to the flow disequilibrium in the exchange market during the day.
It is likely that there will be occasions when the banking sector has a positive net
asset position in ECU white there exists an excess supply of ECU in the exchange
market.
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Arbitrariness of the Interest Rate Setti ng Rule

The choice of the rule for setting the ECU interest rate is arbitrary, in
the sense that any rule would result in an equilibrium ECU/Basket
exchange rate. As an example of the arbitrariness in the choice of the
bank ECU own interest rate, suppose that the BIS's current method of
setting interest rates in overnight bank ECU loans generales an interest
rate of 7 percent for bank ECU deposits maturing at time t. This would
result in an i (t)Ecu equal to 1.07. This establishes a spot exchange rate
between bank ECU and DM of

S(O)Ecu = i(t)Ecu E[e(t) · W(t)]/i(t)0M
=

1.07 E[e(t) · W(r)]/i(t)oM·

(10)

Suppose that today the EBA and the BIS suddenly decide permanently
to calculate the overnight bank ECU rate by multiplying its previous
calculation by two. This would also double the interest rates in the rest
of the term structure, changing i(t)Ecu to 1.14, and increasing S(O)Ecu
by 6.5 percent. Note that the time t expected DM value of the bank
ECU is unchanged in this exercise. The increase in the bank ECU own
interest rate increases the amount of DM equivalent that a depositor
expects to have at time t. Therefore, a depositor will pay more DM now
for a bank ECU.
For any bank whose ECU position is balanced, it does not matter
what own rate is established by the BIS for interbank overnight loans.
The choice affects only the bank ECU spot exchange rate. For a borrower
or lender with an unbalanced ECU position, however, such shifts in
convention would create an exchange risk.
Sorne Alternative Approaches

Recent ECU research efforts have relied either on observed shifts in
the flow demand and flow supply for ECU-denominated bank assets and
liabilities or on market imperfections to explain simultaneously histor
ical deviations from parity of the ECU/Basket exchange rate and the
deviations of the ECU yields from the synthetic Basket yields. 30
The demand and supply arguments consider two scenarios. l n the first
scenario, the ECU assets of the banking sector grow faster than its ECU
30See, for exam ple, Girard and Steinherr (1989); Louw (1991) and (1992);
Bishop (1991b); EBA (1991); or Lund (199lb).
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liabilities. This occurred from 1985 through 1987, as indicated in Table
1. The small group of core ECU banks willing to run net positions in ECU
will lend ECU to the rest of the banking system while funding themselves
by selling Basket liabilities. The yield at which the core banks arc pre
pared to !end ECU to the rest of the ECU banking system must exceed
the yield they pay on their Basket liabilities.'1 Thus, during such periods
the ECU yield will exceed the synthetic Basket yield.32
It is also correctly noted that in this scenario, where total bank ECU
assets rise faster than bank ECU deposits, the nonbank sector recipient
of ECU bank credit must also be a net seller of ECU against currency
on the ECU/Basket exchange market. Hencc, the core bank becomes a
net buyer of ECU and a net seller of the Basket. Thus it is concluded that
the ECU should be at a discount against the Basket.
In the second scenario, which prevailed between 1988 and the end of
1991 as indicated in Table 1, the ECU liabilities of the banking system
grow faster than its ECU assets. Core ECU banks borrow ECU deposits
from the rest of the ECU banking system, and !end Baskets of deposits
of the currencies. Thus ECU yields will be below Basket yields. Further
more, in this scenario the nonbank sector is a net ECU buyer on the
ECU/Basket exchange market, rather than a net ECU seller, as in the
previous scenario. The core banks sell ECU to the other ECU banks
against the Basket. Hence, the ECU/Basket exchange rate should show
a premium in favor of the ECU.
Notwithstanding these arguments, this literature suffers from the
shortcoming of trying to explain movements in the ECU/Basket exchange
rate and in the ECU interest rates with recourse to only one equation
the interest parity condition. To see this, let ib be the Basket inrerest rate;
iEcu , the ECU interest rate; x = B(t)oMIS(t)Ecu, the ECU/Basket ex
change rate (ECU per Basket) at rime t; and Ex, the expected future
ECU/Basket exchange rate. Then
1 + ib = x(l + iEcu) /Ex

(11)

is a simplified version of the uncovered interest parity condition in equa
tion (9). The observed interest phenomenon ib < i�;.cu is associated with
31 Indeed, the rule for setting the interest rate for overnight loans engendered
in the clearing operation emerged from the notion that the Basket and the ECU
were the same. If the two units were the same, there was a need to give a markup
to the core banks in the exchange market when they were buying in ECU,
relendin g the ECU overnight to the net debit banks, and funding the acq uisition
with Baskets; bence, the interest rate rule prescribed that they charge the offer
rate on overnight lending in the Basket currencies.
32 In other words, when ECU bank assets exceed ECU bank liabilities, then the
marginal funding cost for ECU assets is the Basket interest rate.
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flow borrowing of Baskets and flow lending of ECUs by the banking
sector. This portfolio behavior of the ban king sector is consistent with the
usual arbitrage activities that bring about the interest parity rcsult; that
is, if ib < iEcu then the arbitrating bank will sell Basket liabilities and buy
ECU assets until ib = iEcu, providing that x = Ex = 1. The observed
exchange rate phenomenon x
is associated with the selling of Basket
liabilities and the buying of ECU assets. Again, this behavior is the result
of arbitrage supporting the interest parity until ib = iEcu and Ex = l .
While the explanation for the movement in ECU interest rates and the
explanation for the movement in the ECU/Basket exchange rate are each
consistent with maintaining the interest parity condition, they cannat
determine both variables-ECU/Basket exchange rate and ECU interest
rate-simultaneously.
The approacb taken in the literature falls short in two ways. First, it
fails to recognize that currenr institutional arrangements in the private
ECU markets alone are not sufficient to establish a determinate real
value for the private ECU. Second, even if there is a recognition that an
anticipated future pegging of the private ECU to the Basket affects the
ECU/Basket exchange rate today, in light of the parity condition (6) or
(9), this would only determine a relation between the ECU/Basket ex
change rate and the ECU interest rate.33 To obtain the ECU/Basket
exchange rate, it is still necessary to identify the mechanism that exoge
nously sets the interest rate on the private ECU. Although the demand
and supply approach reviewed above appears to produce independent
conclusions about the movement of ECU yield and the ECU exchange
rate, these are only two different ways of expressing the same phe
nomenon: the movement of interest rates and spot exchange rates as
constrained by the interest parity equation.

>1

IV. Deviations of the Private ECU/Basket Exchange Rate
from Parity and of the Private ECU Yields
from Synthetic Basket Yields

The previous two sections showed that expectations regarding the
future pegging of the ECU/Basket exchange rate combined with an
interest rate setting mechanism has taken the place of the traditional
33 Lund (1991a) explicitly recognizes that expectations about a future pegging
of the ECU rate influence the pricing of the ECU today. But he relies on the
demand/supply argument to explain immediate fluctuations in the ECU/Basket
exchange rate.
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monetary control mechanism in determining the ECU/Basket exchange
rate and positioning the ECU yield curve. In this section we explore the
sources of volatility in the exchange rate and yields.
Spread between ECU lnterest Rates and Synthetic Rates

We showed in the previous section that the ECU overnight interest rate
is set by the BIS as EIBID or EIBOR depending on whether there is
excess supply or excess demand in the ECU/Basket exchange market.
Th us, a change in market conditions in the ECU/Basket exchange market
will move the ECU overnight rate by the spread between EIBID and
EIBOR, or by about 25 to 35 basis points, and a sustained change in the
ECU/Basket exchange market conditions will shift the term structure by
the bid-ask spread. These changes will then also appear as changes in the
spread between ECU interest rates and synthetic rates. Hence, develop
ments in E U money markets and in the ECU/Basket exchange market
determine the short ECU interest rates and the premiurnldiscount against
tomorrow/next Euro-deposit rates in
the Basket. Knowledge of D
national currencies and knowledge of the demand and supply imbalance
in the ECU bank market on D 2 implies knowledge of the ECU rate
for overnight loans from D to D + 1 .
Moreover, divergences of the ECU term structure from the synthetic
term structure are also due to uncertainty regarding future reconstitu
tions of the Basket,34 greater liquidity of the ECU than sorne constituent
currencies, anticipated shifts in the overnight interest rate setting conven
tion, and differentiai tax treatment. Also, one clause in most ECU
security prospectuses prescribes that the security will pay in Baskets if the
EU ceases to use the ECU. Fluctuating probabilities of these events also
affect the deviation from Basket rates.
-

1

-

Deviations of the ECU/Basket Exchange Rate from Parity

Once the term structure of ECU interest rates has been determined,
then expectations concerning the future value of the ECU-the term
E[e(T) W(T)] in equation (9)-determine the spot ECU/Basket ex
change rate. Three sources of uncertainty affect the future value of the
private ECU: the composition of the Basket at the time of the fixing; the
·

34

See Girard and Steinherr (1989).
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future bilateral spot exchange rates; and the timing of the future pegging
of the ECU to the Basket.
Before the recent attacks on the ERM, the first and second type of
uncertainty were to sorne extent limited by the existing institutional
arrangements. In particular, as long as the ERM was in effect, move
ments in spot exchange rates were limited to less than 6 percent against
any member currency, unless there was a realignment; and the composi
tion of the Basket was not likely to change radically. Since the widening
of the ERM bands to
percent above or below central parities, this
uncertainty has increased dramatically. The uncertainty surrounding
the timing of the fixing has been reduced through the ratification of
the Maastricht Treaty, but the timing now hinges on a set of countries'
meeting the convergence criteria.
The ECU/Basket exchange rate will also be affected by changes in risk
regarding its future DM value. Grea ter risk will increase the risk-adjusted
DM discount rate and cause a depreciation of the ECU against the
Basket. Changes in the expected composition and in future spot exchange
rates will also result in changes in the ECU/Basket exchange rate. If
weights are expected to remain constant (W(O) = W(t)), then the ECU
can be perfectly hedged in DM at predetermined forward exchange rates.
Uncertainty regarding the future fixing itself will be reflected in the
expectations about the future value of the ECU. This has potentially
the largest effect on the exchange rate. Doubts about a successful out
come of the current efforts to move to Stage lil of EMU will be translated
into a lower expected value of the ECU and into a discount against the
Basket. It is important to note that it is unlikely that a single country or
a subset of the EU member states would want to accept the monetary
implications of fixing the ECU/Basket exchange rate in the absence of
an EC-wide agreement.

15

V. Summary and Conclusion

Since November 1988, there has been no official or private institutional
arrangement or commitment to exchange private ECU for the official
ECU/Basket at par. Instead, the private ECU/Basket exchange rate has
fluctuated freely, with the private ECU trading at times at a premium of
up to
basis points or at a discount in excess of
basis points against
the Basket. The value of ECU-denominated financial assets (in excess of
ECU
billion) is uncertain not only in terms of single currencies but
also in terms of the Basket. Since the traditional monetary mecbanism
that gives real value to a currency has not yet cvolved for the private
ECU, the real value of the private ECU-the value of the private ECU

100
250

200
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in terms of the Basket-has been determincd by the market's expecta
tions about a future fixing of the ECU/Basket exchange rate in the context
of EMU. An interest parity condition, based on the expectations regard
ing the future fixing of the ECU's value, theo determines possible com
binations of ECU/Basket exchange rates and ECU interest rates. The
ECU term structure in tum is tied down exogenously by the BlS as part
of the private ECU payments clearing mechanism.35 In particular, the
BIS sets the overnight rate as a weighted average of overnight rates in
constituent currencies. The term structure and the expectations regard
ing a future fixing of the exchange rate are then combined in the interest
parity condition to yield the current ECU/Basket exchangc rate. The
currently available theoretical and statistical literature on the formation
of expectations, the term structure of interest rates, and risk premiums
in forward foreign exchange markets can now readily be applied to de
velop a quantitative approach to the pricing of ECU-denomioated assets.
Fluctuations in the ECU/Basket exchange rate are partiy due to chang
ing expectations regarding the future fixing, that is, regarding the pro
gress toward EMU. In addition, changes in bilateral exchange rates of
currencies in the Basket and the composition of the Basket will im
pact on the ECU/Basket exchange rate. Hence, any uncertainty concern
ing the creation of a single European currency translates directly into
exchange rate uncertainty for the private ECU.
Although this analysis has been based on the private ECU, it is readily
applicable to the problem of determining the exchange rate of any other
privately created composite currency in the absence of intervention to
require or engage in exchange at par with its namesake basket. A mech
anism to fix an interest rate and an expectation of future fixing of the
exchange rate are sufficient conditions.
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